This paper describes an implementation
which modifies an Entity-Relationship-Attribute (ERA) requirements specification into a form suitable for "prototype execution" and dynamic quality analysis [4] . This tool is part of a research project in tools for analyzing requirements specifications [5] .
The implementation involved the development of an augmented textual Petri Net Language (PNL), a preprocessor to translate requirements specifications into PNL and an interpreter to analyze PNL programs as shown in the figure below.
The interpreter is a menu-driven system that can simulate a.prototype of the system described by the requirements Specification. The simulation allows for an analysis of the completeness and correctness of the requirements specification.
Because of their general applicability, the dynamic analysis methods could be extended for use by similar tools in other phases of the life Cycle. A requirements specification is a document which describes what the software product will do, but not &XU it will do it [l] .
While there have been many proposals [14, 16, 7, etc.] , concerning the correct nature of requirements specifications, it is generally agreed that a specification should be the "black box" description of everything a software engineer needs to know to produce the software product, and no more.
Entity-Relationship-Attribute Requirements Specifications
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The requirements specification which the implementation translates and interprets is an ERA model of the software product [5] .
The ERA model uses a form based specification system, bearing a to the method used in the strong resemblance specification of the software requirements for the A-7E aircraft [6] . Figure 3 is shown in Figure 4 . Each line of the program has the node name, a colon, the node type and a list of nodes that a token will be directed to. 'I!") are given to expressions which are used frequently.
"!Desig!" is the condition Of a target being designated to the computer, and is explained in the dictionary section of the specification.
An event can occur in several modes (delimited by "*"), such as the normal attack mode of *Nattack". The notation of event becoming true is shown as "@T(expression)". ~~//BBBREL//=SOnS~* is the output of a bomb release action, (which can be the result of @T(/RE/ AND !Dcsig!) while in *Nattack*).
The
ERA specification expresses the information of the original document via forms. A small fragment of this specification is shown in Figure  5 . The fragment shows several "Demand Functions", which are performed as a result of external events.
The ACTIONS specified by the Demand Functions will occur only when the given event becomes true in the given mode. A complete specification would have large "event tables", listing all of the modes and events which stimulate each action. 
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